MQ 156 POS
Perfect for public settings
Our new group of products, POS, are specifically designed
for Point-Of-Sales settings – stores, information booths and
checkout counters. Such an environment requires a monitor
to the kind of rough treatment that you won’t find in an office:
children in shopping carts with itchy fingers, tangled purse
straps, piles of merchandise and spilled milk cartons, just to
name a few possibilities.

Ergonomics

Durability

Design

Custom Design

Thanks to MultiQ’s patented
PURETECH® technology,
we have brought electrical
emissions down to 96% below
TCO’99 – a highly stringent
environmental standard. With
the exception of touch screens
and MQ122E POS, all MultiQ
monitors are equipped with
PURETECH®.

A monitor can be a highly
vulnerable piece of equipment,
particularly in a public setting
where lots of people pass by.
MultiQ monitors have housings of aluminium instead of
plastic, plus a protective glass
in front of the sensitive picture
panel. The antireflection coated
glass can be easily wiped using
ordinary window cleaner.

A monitor no longer needs
to be bulky and drab. What
distinguishes MultiQ from other
flat monitors is its elegant but
subdued appearance, for which
MultiQ has won the Excellent
Swedish Design award.

Just think how nice it would
be if your monitor could fit in
with the rest of your office or
workplace. You might want it to
blend in with the surrounding
colours or serve as a graceful contrast. We can adapt our
monitors to your colour, wiring
or mounting specifications. Call
us for an offer, or read more
about our options at
www.multiQ.com

Many models of the same monitor
The POS monitor is incredibly flexible. Mounted on
a POS stand, it can tilt back 80 degrees, so that
you can alternate between standing and sitting
as you work. We deliver the standard model with
a VESA holder, which you can enhance with a
vertically adjustable stand (POS Stand) or the
Wall Bracket for POS, which allows you to fasten
your monitor to the wall. Other options include
resistant Elo AccuTouch or capacitive Micro Touch
technology. The POS monitor comes in 12”,
15” and 19” models and in a metallic colour as
standard.
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Technical specifications MQ 156 POS

Active Picture Size
Active Picture Area
Resolution
Luminance output
Contrast ratio
Response time
Plug & Play
Viewing angle H/V
Number of colours
LCD Technology
Display surface
On Screen Display
On Screen Menu
Pixel size
Pixel position
Frequency range
Recommended frequency
Interface
Video bandwidth
Video input
Synchronisation
User controls
Connectors
Cable lengths
Power management

15” (38 cm)
304.1 mm (H) x 228.1 mm (V)
1024 x 768, XGA
250 cd/m2 (Typ.)
500:1 (Typ.)
16 ms (Typ.) (Tr+Tf)
DDC1/2B
(CR 10:1) -70° ~ 70° (Typ.)
(CR 10:1) -60° ~ 65° (Typ.)
262.144/16.7 M
TFT, compensation film
Conductive glass panel with
Antiglare treatment
Yes
Autoset, Brightness, Contrast,
Picture settings, Colour settings,
Miscellaneous
0.297 mm (H) X 0.297 mm (V)
RGB vertical stripe
Horizontal 31.5 k - 60 kHz
Vertikal 40-75 Hz (XGA)
Vertical 60 Hz, XGA
Analog
80 MHz
Analogue RGB 0.7 Vpp
Separate sync
Power/Menu, Select, + and VGA and power
VGA 1.75 m, Power 1,2 m + 1,5 m
VESA DPMS

Temperature
Storage temperature
Approvals

External power supply
Input 100-240 VAC / 50-60 Hz
Output 12 VDC, 3.5 Amp.
Normal 30 W
Stand-by <4 W
0-40°C
-10-60°C
CE, TÛV/GS, UL, FCC,

Dimensions (WxHxD)
Net weight
Total weight
Warranty

386 x 288 x 55 mm
5.2 kg
6.7 kg
3 years SendIT

Power
Power consumption

MQ156 POS
Part no		
FPD100121
FPD100123
FPD100124

Option
Protective glass
VESA
Touch resistive
ELO AccuTouch, VESA
Touch capasitive
3M/MicroTouch, VESA

You can enhance the above models with a
vertically adjustable stand (POS Stand)

Technical specifications are subject to change without prior notice. PURETECH® is a registered trademark of MultiQ
MultiQ Accessories
In order for you to take full advantage of your MultiQ monitor,
we offer a number of accessories. For information about accessories, visit us at www.multiQ.com
RoHS Compliant 2002/95/EG
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